
                                                          

Surely You Don’t Want To Clean Your   

Carpets With Baking Soda, With Vinegar 

And With Ammonia….   

   

They tell me that the above concoction really works. Mind you, its hard work sponging a whole 

room they say. But people actually swear by the concoction. There are however a few negative 

comments about the above carpet cleaning method. But that doesn't stop people from investing 

time and effort into it and using it to clean their carpets.   

   

One lady I found teaching the method on Youtube, she suggested adding Essential Oils to the 

bicarbonate soda so carpets smell really fresh and nice.   

Another lady was concerned about her cats. Cats are known to be repelled by peppermint and 

peppermint was one of the essential oils suggested in the DIY Carpet Cleaning video. 

Peppermint gives rooms that Christmassy Fragrance apparently.   

   

It’s great for removing pet odours one comment suggested. And if you add a little dishwashing 

liquid into the mix of products you get even better results.   

But another lady was concerned about her children and pets playing on the carpet after it has 

been cleaned with ammonia. While a gentleman wanted to know if the concoction can be used 

in his Bissell Carpet Cleaning Machine.   

   

   

    



Quite rightly so, because a concoction such as   

*Bicarbonate soda, *Essential oils, *Vinegar, *Ammonia 

and *Dish washing soap, surely all of that needs to be 

lifted and washed out of the carpet before it dries.  Even a 

professional carpet cleaner commented, he said that he 

too uses this concoction in the carpet cleaner machine. 

He said that it reduces time while cleaning as the average 

diy cleaner would need sponges to clean carpets with -- 

and this makes it hard work if a whole room is being 

cleaned.   

The overall advantages and disadvantages of this system 

for diy carpet cleaning showed that some people were  

very eager to try this method because it's so cheap. While others insisted that with pets and 

children around the house, they wouldn't even consider it.   

One lady said that she suffers from Asthma and that the carbonated soda would only aggravate 

her problems, let alone what effect the Ammonia may have!   

   

Use This System Every time instead. Just 0.50p Per 

Room.  Plus Your Hire Machine Costs.   
   

If you want, like so many other people, to get a really good carpet cleaning system that works. 

One that you can use every time. You won’t go far wrong with a proper system the same as what 

the pro’s use. But hiring a carpet cleaner machine from your local machine hire shop probably 

won’t be enough.    

If you want a result that really does look fantastic. You need a few simple tools, like a    

1. Pre-spray solution.    

2. A carpet brush for agitating the pre-spray   

3. and lastly you need a rinsing solution in the machine in order to neutralize carpet PH and 

thus preventing re-soiling problems,.   

   



Once You’ve Got The Few Tools And 
Solutions, They Are Yours To Keep.    

   

It costs just pennies from then on to clean your carpets apart from the 

additional cost of the hire machine. Just a few tools and a couple of 

solutions will give you a system for cleaning your carpets that you 

can use over and over again for decades.   

   

Everyone seems to agree with the fact that DIY carpet cleaning is a 

no no! Most People accept that professional carpet cleaning is the 

best. But I say that you can 

clean your own carpets really  

well and cheaply too.    

   

You just need the few tools and 

the couple of solutions to get a 

truly worthwhile result. That 

way, cleaning your carpets 

becomes a pleasure. You’ll 

enjoy the results you get. Plus, 

you'll enjoy the response you 

get from your home visitors.   

   

   

Remember,    

● Pre-spray  ● 

Brush agitate  ● 

Rinse extract.   

   

If you'd like more help on this matter, I have created a simple Guidebook for you to follow. 
Laid out in easy to understand, down to earth language.   

Simply visit me at Carpet Cleaning Guidebook and I will show you more about this DIY 
carpet cleaning system, how it works and how you can do it yourself. I’m sure you don't want to 
revert back to the concoction of ingredients that was really meant for the kitchen. Leave those 
products where they belong. You don’t want to bring them into your lounge, your hall and 
bedrooms. Let them stay in your kitchen and use the proper tools, the proper solutions and get 
your carpet clean yourself the proper way.   
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Simply Pre-Spray Your Carpet, Brush Agitate, 

Then Rinse & Extract With A Machine.   

   

   
   

Perfect Results Every-time.   

Shane Daley. Haulway Carpet Cleaning.   

E mail support@shanedaley.org Website http://shanedaley.org   
  

Click NOW And Claim Your 10% Discount On DIY Carpet Cleaning Tools, 

Solutions And Machine Hire.  
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